M A X I N E A D E G B O L

Scholarly Tailgating
Like geese, people who share a common direction or relationship can get where they are going quicker and easier than those who try to go it alone. Geese migrate in V formation. As each bird flaps its wings, uplift is created for the birds that follow. This formation adds at least 70 percent more flying range than if each bird flew alone (Lissaman & Schollenberger, 1970) .
Benefiting from another scholar's uplift is scholarly tailgating, the process of networking to create an aerodynamic lift for one's career and capitalizing on the expertise of others to help professional dreams materialize. Realized dreams for nurses and other scholars are established by creating relationships where individuals bond, share common characteristics, beliefs, and values (Higgins, Chandler, & Kram, 2007) , wherein "birds of a feather flock together," network, and benefit from each other's aerodynamic uplift.
My purpose in writing this article is to inspire and motivate doctoral students and graduates to include networking in their repertoire of professional relational skill sets. Throughout this discussion, I use the terms developmental networks for developmental relationships and connectors for developers interchangeably to represent social networking interactions at work.
Practical Suggestions
The lived experience of the doctoral nursing student who yearns for mentors and professional identity development has been reported in the literature (Heinrich, 2005) . To achieve continued success, it becomes necessary for doctoral students to develop diverse network relationships.
Networking must begin the moment there is a need or desire. An old proverb states that when the student is ready, a teacher appears. The yearning, expectant student must actively pursue the desire.
My pursuit was activated during the early period of my doctoral education. Our professors encouraged our cohort of doctoral students to participate in a regional research conference offered by Southern Nursing Research Society. After I committed to attend the conference, my goal was to meet at least three individuals who could become springboards for my professional and research endeavors. That was the beginning of a conscious awareness of professional development networking.
I updated my business cards to include doctoral student status and my research interests and took cards with me to distribute at the conference. I worked the conference floors, interacting and sharing research interests and contact information. I returned from the conference with multiple business cards and three major leads to researchers in my area of interest. Within two days of returning from the conference, I sent emails to my new friends, thanking them for sharing their expertise and offering to share my expertise with them. For those who requested bibliographies and other information, I sent those items promptly. This response reminded my new colleagues of our meeting and led to the exchange of a mail distribution list. On the back of received business cards, I put the date, type of meeting, and other relevant comments prior to filing the cards in a folder.
Over the years, I have maintained ties with these seasoned researchers. The strength of the ties has varied relative to the closeness of the relationship or need at the time. I constantly use electronic media to maintain contact and transcend the barriers of distance and time; it is easier and economically prudent to keep in contact this way. I find that the early morning is the best time to send emails, before the rest of the world is awake. When using the telephone to contact network partners, one must be mindful of hemispheric time zones.
The importance of networking became evident when my dissertation plans and selected research site did not materialize. My database of developers in my research area became the catalyst for successfully
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recruiting subjects for the research study. Having maintained both strong and weak ties with individuals from the first research conference I attended, I was able to successfully revisit my dissertation plans with these contacts. Simply, the strategic networking and developmental relationships I nurtured proved beneficial during this and other critical times of need. The Sidebar offers suggestions for networking when your needs require action that can best be described as scholarly tailgating.
Theoretical Fr a m ewo r k
The theoretical underpinning of developmental network relationships and scholarly tailgating is based on social network theory. Kram's (1985) early work described mentoring as a constellation of relationships, wherein individuals rely not just on one, but multiple individuals for developmental support during their career. Beyond mentoring, networking results in developmental relationships that support, strengthen, and enhance career mobility (Higgins & Kram, 2001 (Heinrich, 2005) , get expert input into their research trajectory, and receive capital for professional marketing strategies (Perlmutter & Porter, 2005) . In Heinrich's 2005 study, doctoral students or new doctorates were eager to have expertise and direction from mentors, but, at times, mentors were few and unavailable.
Doctoral students should learn to develop professional relationships that help shape their scholastic achievements. Having a variety of professional and multidisciplinary relationships enhances the doctoral student's ability to develop sound professional identity, enables social role modeling (Trocchia & Berkowitz, 1999) , and prevents blighted professional role development (Sweitzer, 2007 (Sweitzer, , 2008 . 
Sidebar. Networking Strategies and Suggestions
Helpful tips for networking
• Capitalize on all opportunities to network.
• Maintain a desire to meet others. Seek, pursue new territories and collaborative relationships.
• In delicate situations, use a frame such as, "If I can be of assistance in the future, call me. Here is my contact information."
• Move away from groups already known to you. Meet others from other departments or disciplines.
• Establish business card exchanges and follow up to maintain ties.
• Build electronic networks of contacts.
• Speak up at meetings or public forums.
• Write/submit manuscripts for publication.
• Tell mentors about your interests and networking needs.
• When you do not know anyone else in the circle, introduce yourself and think of appropriate ice breakers.
• When you would like to meet a colleague, email or call the individual and selfintroduce. Discuss common interests and let the leader know of your interests.
• Prior to attending a conference, request a meeting with speakers whose work is of interest to you.
• Suggest meeting your developer for lunch or refreshments and offer to pay.
It is imperative for doctoral students to develop professional relationships outside of mentored dyads. To benefit from professional development from a variety of sources, doctoral students must take control and pave their own professional course, actively and strategically networking to craft and develop their professional identities, connections, and relationships (Heinrich, 2005) . Walker and colleagues (2008) 
